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Chapter 1581 A Page Containing a Glimpse of aModus Operandi! ll 

A page of Runic Ecritures! 

The mere existence of this page caused Natalya's body to tremble as she grasped her Heartsplitter bow 

tighter, her gaze shining with lustrous light as she gazed at the existence before it. 

It was a crimson gold Destiny Goblin actually kneeling reverentially towards this ancient page, his eyes 

only now coming from their stupor to stare towards Noah, Foidduit, and Natalya as he looked like an 

enthroned believer that was interrupted from a sacred prayer! 

OOOOH! 

The Destiny Goblin roared out with immense force as one could it distinctly different compared to 

Foidduit, this Destiny Goblin having more than likely undergone great changes due to the ancient page it 

gazed at every single day the past millions of years- where one could see tiny wisps of the Essence of 

Reality coagulation around him and sinking into his body. 

His aura alone was at the peak of the Seventh Firmament as anyone facing it would have had a tough 

battle, and yet… 

"Kneel." 

The will of the Tyrannical Emperor raged. 

WAA! 

He didn't pull out any weapons or utilize any skills, merely his Blood beginning to boil and expressing its 

identity as a Destiny Goblin King as he floated serenely across the crimson rivers of essence in the 

fantastical underground area! 

His blood aura was immense and overpowering as the crimson gold Destiny Goblin trembled when it felt 

it, and yet its eyes were still hazy as if covered by layers of power as it still roared out in a confused 

fashion. 

Noah's figure continued floating forward as his aura became more and more intense the closer he went, 

the dauntless figure of the Destiny Goblin finally trembling as its eyes locked fully onto Noah, its 

kneeling position toward a certain ancient page changing and facing a different direction as with 

helplessness and ingenuity in its eyes, it called out gruffly. 

"This foolish Doreel greets King." 

…! 

The Bloodline of the Tier of a Destiny Goblin King that controlled all other Destiny Goblins was 

undeniable as this being bent the knee towards something other than an ancient page these last 

millions of years! Noah stared at the mystical figure of this Destiny Goblin as the essence of the 

Tyrannical Emperor surged into its soul, the pledge of Fealty being quickly made as Noah was moving 

with haste at this moment in time! 



"This ancient page?" He spoke slowly as his eyes of the Watcher looked onto the Mystical page filled 

with ancient Runic Ecritures, Doreel looking towards it with fervor as he spoke. 

"I've understood it to be a part of an ancient Modus Operandi as over the years, following just a portion 

of its method of revolution, I've arrived where I am at today, King!" 

WAA! 

It truly was a piece of something that contained hints of a Modus Operandi! Noah's eyes were dazzling 

as his destiny was truly too bright, his hand reaching out and holding onto the ancient piece of 

parchment as essence and wisps of the Essence of Reality covered his eyes- the identification of this 

page being shown. 

, it then delved into a few intricacies of this technique as it talked of profound things Noah was not yet 

opened to! 

It was the 6th Page of who knew how many, but Noah's eyes shone as he ascertained the name of the 

current Forsaken Treasure Reality they were in- the Azure Treasure Reality. The description of this page 

said that the other pieces were contained in this Reality as all that Noah had to do was find them all, and 

he would obtain a genuine Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi that only powerful Bloodlines held. 

"Is it truly…?" Natalya and Foidduit walked up behind his as the sonorous voice of the former echoed 

out, Noah nodding as he stared at the flaming hair of this woman while nodding lightly, his piercing eyes 

already seeing the next steps as he wanted to move quickly. 

"Yes. Now, we need to search the rest of the Treasure Islands within this Azure Treasure Reality to 

obtain the other parts of this Modus Operandi as after that…" 

WAA! 

Natalya's eyes shone with Jewel-like splendor as she could already see her dream achieved before her 

eyes, an image of a shattered Reality leaking from the chest of a certain flashing over and over again! 

Then there was Noah….who had his own plans and methods of proceeding forward as while his True 

Sanguine Clone that was undergoing a great battle in the Sacred Vineyard had forged the Dewdrops of 

Reality that were Limit Breaking Tool, he now aimed to obtain another one! His plans did not just end at 

obtaining a single Modus Operandi as this was also the reason why he headed into the domains of the 

Celestial Vines and also planned to test the waters of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans. 

Both of these Bloodlines had their own unique Runic Ecritures of Modus Operandi, the Celestial Vines 

undoubtedly having a weaker one as the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans…they more than likely 

had multiple Runic Ecritures of Modus Operandi! 

These methods and techniques that allowed existences to surpass the limits set by the Infinite Realities 

were too abstruse as to obtain one and follow its methods of order and revolution of the Cosmos of 

one's Origin, they had to receive the information from the pages of the Modus Operandi directly as its 

intricacies would not even be retained in the memories of existences…unless they were the ones who 

forged it! 



Of course, such existences were too few and far in between as just a prerequisite for this normally was 

to reach the Realm of Reality, and Noah couldn't even touch such beings. 

So he had to glance upon the pages of the Modus Operandi of the Celestial Vines and the Pure-Blooded 

Cardinal Royal Humans as when he attained as many techniques as he could…he wanted to forge his 

own Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi. 

…! 

Even though beings like him should have a 0% chance to do so, he still dared to as connected to 

him…was a genuine expanding Infinite Reality that he could utilize! This was all so that when he forged 

his Reality Passages, he would not be stuck at two or three…or even the 5 that a shocking existence like 

the Empress held. 

He wanted his Reality Passages to be grand in number and glorious in stature, where he could already 

imagine his body surrounded by countless rivers of pristine stellar light surging towards him in a 

magisterial fashion! 

Chapter 1582 Hardest Battle! 

Goals were made as all that was left was to ride the incandescent waves of destiny to achieve 

everything. 

These waves were extremely wild as others would capsize and drown in the shocking pace, but Noah 

planned to steer everything as best as he could towards the best result! 

So his main body slumbered, his First True Sanguine Clone rushed out from the second Treasure Island 

to the third, and his second True Sanguine Clone fought a great battle within the domain of time that 

the Empress had set up for many days now! 

Weeks had passed within while very little time passed outside, Noah's flaming hair at this moment 

dancing wildly as he held on to a cup that had milky golden liquid and drank it while looking towards 

Empress Genevieve whose body was surrounded by terrifying waves of Quasi-TABOO essence, her skin 

sparkling white and her hair jet black as she gazed at Noah coldly. 

Her body of a plump chest, thicc waist, and slender legs that other beings could never see in their 

wildest dreams was laid bare as one could see countless weavings of Runic Lines of Ascendancy that 

were the elevated concept of Runic Dao Lines- this being one of the reasons that Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Humans had such robust and wondrous physiques! 

Every path had its gains and wonders as even the path of branding Runic lines never ended, its uses 

being utilized for others in the Firmaments of Ascendancy to break past the limits as Noah had to refine 

his own Runic Lines of Ascendancy and build his physique to the same levels as Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Humans. 

While looking at the dazzling jade like figure of the Empress that glowed with a golden light on its bare 

skin, Noah was unaffected as he only spoke out with a light of tyranny while his body shone with the 

abundant life force of Antediluvian. 

"Ready to go again?" 



His wild words caused the eyes of the Empress to flash with a penetrative light, her eyes languid as she 

gazed towards the fantastical figure of the crimson haired Beatrix who had been watching their battle 

closely this time around! 

"Little Beatrix." 

She called upon this Eighth Firmament existence calmly as Beatrix nodded with a dazzling smile, being 

called upon to join the fray as her essence also erupted out in wonder, the battle continuing as Noah 

was now besieged by two different enemies! 

The Empress had been trying to collect information for the past weeks in this domain of time, and now 

Beatrix joined as the goal of these beings was to break past the Quasi-TABOO barriers of protection of 

the being before them and put him entirely under their control. 

Whether they would find genuine information or false information that Noah set up well enough for it 

to be seen as genuine…nobody knew! 

But while this great battle continued, Noah's third True Sanguine Clone that had aided in forging the 

Infinite Resources and Infinite Dream Constructs of the Infinite System was currently in a unique 

location. 

After the first two Constructs and ridiculous usage of the Essence of Reality, this body had taken a break 

as this time he was within the depths of the Infinite Reality- near the Soul Library that currently held 

hundreds of Nomological Edicts ranging from Insuperable to Minor! 

He was in front of the ancient library holding these concepts that anyone could go in to obtain as he had 

utilized the Architecture feature of the Infinite Reality to forge a few Mystical floating islands around the 

Soul Library. 

On top of the floating island at the front, his body was situated in a meditative position as he was 

positioned in front of a group of beings! The figure of the chubby little Henry could be seen floating with 

a cute expression that was trying to be stern, Noah's mother also looking towards him with love while 

Adelaide, Halcyon, Barbatos, and many others also stood opposite to Noah while watching the radiant 

waves of essence surging around him. 

"Think of Nomological Edicts as concepts or ideas that you only dream of, and then you go further to 

actualize them and make them into something you can actually utilize…" 

Dazzling waves of essence flowed over his body as he was actually teaching his family what he knew 

about the design and formation of Nomological Edicts! 

His mother was focused as her hands seemed ready to instinctively pinch the cheeks of Little Henry near 

her, but she listened intently as Noah continued. 

Many other beings could be seen listening intently as the Shadow Guard Night was a unique one out of 

all of them, this being seeming more content with writing down things in a black diary as she looked at 

the scenes around her! 



Springforge was surrounded with incandescent verdant light as she listened without any sense of pride, 

where even humongous beings of great stature like Cthulhu were in the back in their miniaturized forms 

listening with purpose. 

"While it is hard for others to call forth the concepts of Edicts they imagine easily, you can also go about 

it differently and start by making smaller concepts that aid you with the design of other concepts. For 

this, I made smaller concepts like the Daos of Runes, Fusion, and Blueprints that allow me to easily break 

down the essence of other Daos I want to put together into an Edict…" 

Around his body, bright particles of the Essence of Runes, Fusion, and Blueprints surged as they coiled 

around the essence of Primordial and Ruination Daos among others, Noah actually planning on forging 

an Insuperable Nomological Edict in front of his people as a lesson! 

"The essence of Runes and Blueprints allow me to breakdown everything to their base forms and 

understand how to put together the different concepts of Daos, and then I use the essence of Fusion to 

bring them all together forcefully as if you want to forge an Insuperable Nomological Edict, you need to 

include two or three Supreme Cosmic Daos, along with the addition of Concepts of Bloodlines, Skill 

Trees, or if you are proficient enough, you can even draw upon the concepts of other Nomological 

Edicts!" 

OOOOM! 

His words were paired with his eyes releasing bountiful beams of lights, his hands moving rapidly as he 

pulled upon multiple sources of essence and brought them together seamlessly into a bundle of essence 

before his eyes that contained a great deal of Daos and the concepts of a few Bloodlines and other 

Edicts. 

"I have in my mind the concept that I have termed . A Nomological Edict with the purpose of creating a 

unique distinction between my soul and the bodies that contain portions of it, and after I have gathered 

all the concepts I want to put together with all they need being the last push…" 

The essence of Reality surged out at that moment to wash over the glistening ball of Concepts, 

everything coming together to fruition as with radiant rays of light, a Runic word that brightly meant 

Anima was born! 

"Utilize the Essence of Reality to change anything to what you want, this being the central essence you'll 

have to pay attention to as you go forward." 

Noah spoke with calmness and dignity as he ridiculously forged an Insuperable Nomological Edict right 

before everyone's eyes, Little Henry looking towards him with his dazzling dark eyes as its own little 

body began to release bursts of essence to do it himself! 

At the same time, Amelia looked at the fantastical scene of her son and grandson as never in her wildest 

dreams had she imagined something like this to even be possible. 

The scene of Noah surrounded by Mystical waves of multicolored light was etched in her mind as soon 

enough, she couldn't help but return her loving gaze to Little Henry- the one she was in most disbelief of 

as this little baby boy was becoming surrounded by increasing essences of Primordial and Ruination! 



Paired with the Runic Ecriture that represented that Noah had just designed on his chest, the father and 

son duo caused those watching to shake their heads in shock and awe! 

Chapter 1583 <Anima> 

"Even after you make the concept, you have to then utilize it for years to fully complete it, or you can 

once more utilize the Essence of Reality or if you have plundered the origins of your enemies- you can 

utilize Cosmic Resource Points to elevate your concepts to completion." 

Noah said these words slowly as Amelia and the others watched the Runic symbol that represented the 

Insuperable Nomological Edict of Anima sink into his body, a few hundred Cosmic Resource Points 

surging into this concept as its Flames instantly bloomed and Noah learned of its Ultimate Skills! 

<Anima>! 

This word had a close relation to the Soul as Noah built this Edict for nothing other than causing a 

distinction of his soul with the many different bodies he had. 

Because he was bound to enter dangerous situations as anything could change with his True Sanguine 

Clones, he wanted to form a concept that made sure that even though his Clones were his, they would 

be recognized as if they were their own different entities. 

He wanted to make it so that the gains of the Clones could be taken into them as if they were the main 

body, but if the Clones ever perished…he would only lose the portion of soul contained in it and it would 

not harm him any other way! He basically wanted all the benefits without the harm as the uses of this 

Edict were simple. 

{INSUPERABLE <Nomological Edict of the Anima > :: A Nomological Edict is a form of undeniable truth 

and authority that is birthed from the combination of laws and Daos, and it cannot be circumvented or 

stopped by anything, with the only possibility of deniability lying with another Edict. The Nomological 

Edict of the Anima is further elevated by the inclusion of the concepts within the Primeval Tree of Old- 

Yggdrasil and the Primeval Tree of Death Skill Trees and the Bloodlines of the Sanguine Emperor, 

Primordial, and Primal Titans among many other concepts as it has been elevated to the INSUPERABLE 

level, touching on an ancient and undeniable authority privy to select beings. The Edict is birthed from 

the combination of the Daos of Primordial, Ruination, Conquest, Illusion, Subterfuge, Destiny, Vastness, 

Royalty, Vitality, Willpower, Runes, Blueprint, Chronos, Doppelganger, and Fortification, along with laws 

of Life, Death, Karma, Fate, Life, and Chaos. With the inclusion of so many differing concepts seamlessly, 

the Edict has further been elevated to become an Evolvable Edict as long as certain conditions are met. 

The user is granted the title of The Distinguished Soul as the Ultra Rare Bloodline of the Spirit Race 

begins to bloom within him…} 

{...At the level of INSUPERABLE, the Nomological Edict of the Anima grants its architect 

100,000,000,000% to All Parameters, Nullification to All Laws and Daos, Nullification to the essence of all 

Minor and Greater Nomological Edicts, a natural suppression of Quasi-Insuperable Edicts as everything 

below the INSUPERABLE level is only 10% effective against it, and the granting of the abilities of <Body 

and Soul>, <Autonomy>, <Soulful Emperor>, and <Soul Refinement>. When one achieves completion of 

this Edict, they will be granted the Flames of the Anima that among its many uses, it will grant the 

Ultimate Abilities of <One Body, One Soul>, and <Soul Eater>. Along with this, any Nomological Edict 



grants its user a smoother pathway towards Reality, granting them an increase in the speed of their 

Realm Progression by +10,000,000,000%, an increase of +10,000,000,000% to All Parameters, and 

increases the chances of Fusions of other Laws and Daos by 10,000% for the production of other 

Nomological Edicts. Current fusion of the laws and Daos for the Nomological Edict of the Anima: 100%} 

An Edict truly geared for the soul and to complement Noah's Sanguine Emperor! o. 

It was with the unlocking of the Higher Existence Bloodline of the Spirit Race similar to how Noah 

obtained the Primal Titan Bloodline in the past, and the abilities were plenty as one of the most 

important ones was Body and Soul! 

<Body and Soul> was a skill that actually caused the distinction between his bodies and soul, allowing 

each True Sanguine Clone to be granted its own identity and a status sheet of information that if anyone 

peered at them with a powerful Quasi-TABOO or TABOO Nomological Edicts, the identity they would 

find even if they bypassed Noah's defenses truly being the identity of that Clone to the point that it 

could never be traced back to Noah's True Self! 

So at this moment in time, the True Sanguine Clone of Noah that was known as Alexander King the 

Celestial Vine was truly just that, the connection to the main body being distinct and thinned to point 

that most beings would never be able to detect it. 

Of course, to make sure that even TABOO Edicts would have a hard chance of seeing through 

everything, Noah had to soon elevate this Edict above the Insuperable level. 

Another ability worthy of note was Soulful Emperor as thereafter, the most important became the 

Ultimate Skills of this Edict! 

<Soulful Emperor> :: The comprehensions, gains, and all positive aspects your soul experienced in other 

bodies are taken into the Main body seamlessly. But any harmful concepts or the deaths of your other 

bodies do not trace back to your main body, with the passive activation of the Soulful Emperor making it 

so that others will never be able to attack you through the connection you share with your Clones… 

The harms of his Clones stay with his Clones as anything good is shared! If the Empress turned out to be 

a terrifying creature Noah couldn't handle and tried to gaze at Noah's and where his origins were 

forcefully, this ability was there as a failsafe that granted Noah another net of safety. 

Then, there were the Ultimate Skills of <Soul Eater> and <One Body, One Soul>! 

The former was as its name suggested, allowing Noah to passively devour the souls of existences he kills 

as when it was utilized, it would diminish the loot these beings granted as a core part of themselves that 

was the soul would all be taken to strengthen Noah's. 

And the ability of <One Body, One Soul> was one that allowed Noah to bring together all of his True 

Sanguine Clones and any other bodies holding his soul and fuse them into a single being, a shocking 

effect reminiscent to the True Form one obtained when they fused with their Ascendancy Halos being 

achieved as it was another method to grant Noah a truly powerful form if he ever needed it for a 

terrifying battle! 

This…was the Nomological Edict he forged while teaching his family right before him. 



"Bringing together Daos and Laws to form Edicts can actually be methodical and easy as after some 

time, it comes naturally." 

Noah gave a light smile as he encouraged his mother and all those around him, his eyes picking up the 

swirling essence around Little Henry as he focused on his baby boy that had closed its dazzling eyes with 

concentration. 

"Watch Little Henry. The multiple different types of Essence surging around his body will make it 

possible for a Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edict…" 

Noah spoke freely as his son truly was forging a Quasi-Insuperable after he had forged an Insuperable 

one, his smile only getting bigger as he couldn't help but laugh when he saw the looks of shock and 

disbelief from Kazuhiko and the Emperor penguin among many others in the far back. 

None of them had yet to even forge a Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edict, and yet a boy of only a few 

days old was doing so with ease after his father did something even more ridiculous! 

The illusory crowns above the head of father and son spun with an austere light of rulership as a 

shocking Lineage was waking up in this hidden Infinite Reality! 

Chapter 1584 Great Undercurrents! 

Across the vast Realities. 

Within an infinitesimal region that contained an Emerging Reality, a bloody scene was occurring as a 

Draconic Elephantine Ender was chasing down a Tri-Winged Sphinx that blazed with purple Flames, the 

trunk of this Ender shining with profound golden light as it extended and covered the space of the entire 

Cosmos they were in…smashing into the Tri-Winged Sphinx as a terrifying sound of broken bones 

reverberated out! 

"GAH!" 

Golden blood flew out like rivers as chunks of vibrant meat flew out, these two beings both releasing 

powerful auras at the peak of the Third Firmament of Ascendancy as the Tri-Winged Sphinx shining with 

purple flames spoke out fearfully. 

"I truly don't know anything about any plans! We are low-level Enders as we only follow orders! I don't 

kno-" 

BOOM…SQUELCH! 

The terrific Draconic Elephantine beast that was Hyperion did not pay any heed to the other Ender as his 

trunk coiled around its body like a snake, shockingly bringing the enormous creature the size of half a 

universe towards its mouth as it spoke with a brutal voice. 

"Rest, Little Ender. I will carry your memories forward." 

OOOM! 

With utter brutality and rivers of golden blood flowing, the Tri-Winged Sphinx was fully devoured by 

Hyperion's Beastial Fusion System, much of what made its origin and soul being taken by Hyperion as 



due to Noah's genius that designed this System, Hyperion gained dozens of Nomological Edicts, Cosmos, 

and Bloodlines from the Enders he devoured! 

This was why at this moment, hundreds of millions of Cosmos bloomed as along with the influx of 

Edicts… 

WAA! 

The powerful aura of a Fourth Firmament existence reigned out madly as five Ascendancy Halos roared 

out around Hyperion. 

The first one was still tinged with red from Noah's influence- and whether due to Noah's design of his 

Beastial Fusion System or by Hyperion's own Destiny, this being truly rose to the Fourth Firmament of 

Ascendancy in a short period of time by relying on devouring the Enders of his own Bloodline! 

It seemed that anything Noah touched…would inexplicably be changed in a certain way as the being that 

had once fused with him to defeat their first Primordial had truly gained many things! 

Hyperion had been moving recently as he sensed undercurrents rising from the memories of the Enders 

he devoured, and they were getting even wilder recently as never before scene movements were 

occurring. 

Around the past day particularly, 2 of the Enders he had swallowed before had information that didn't 

make sense in their memories, and this Tri-Winged Sphinx that he now devoured from another Reality 

affirmed the same thing! 

"Communications have been cut off temporarily by the Elder Enders as multiple of them from different 

Prime Realities are moving out…what needs multiple Ender Overseers to be mobilized at this moment?" 

His vast eyes glimmered with immense light as he wondered why multiple Seventh Firmament Enders 

and more than likely those of even higher levels of Ascendancy were being mobilized over the past day! 

This, paired along with the connections that Enders were forming with Bloodlines such as the Blight 

Serpent Dragons, Enlightened Zombies, and the Aquania Bloodline among many…it allowed Hyperion to 

know that something wild was about to unfold across the vast Realities. 

After having collected all this information, he finally didn't hold anything back as he stared at the 

spinning crimson Halo vibrantly buzzing near him, pulling upon the connection it had with a certain 

person as Hyperion voiced out slowly! 

"Osmont…there seems to be a huge undertaking about to take place with the Enders of Reality that will 

affect the scales of hegemony. Primordial Beasts have formed alliances with many Bloodlines as from 

the memories I'm obtaining, they all know of something huge coming to these vast Realities…" 

WAA! 

A message carried along the strings of destiny that connected the two different beings! 

It traversed freely across spacetime as Noah and Hyperion were among the few beings that would know 

of something drastic happening other than those involved in these schemes! 

— 



After the lesson of Nomological Edicts finished, Noah planned to have his people delve into the Soul 

Library and pick as many Edicts as they could handle- beginning to forge their flames and their 

Ascendancy Halos as they obtained their own power. 

He watched with pride as his son easily went along the steps to forge a Quasi-Insuperable Nomological 

Edict, this educational session continuing in a shocking fashion in the Infinite Reality. 

The figure of Little Henry was surrounded by waves of destiny as he actually took inferences from his 

Dictum Emperor when it was at the Quasi-Insuperable level to forge his own Destiny based Edict! 

As Noah was his son's dazzling body with pride, strings of destiny tugged towards him as he received a 

message from Hyperion. 

'Hmm…' 

A message of things he knew a little about from the memories of Royal Blight Serpent Dragon that he 

had killed and the sequence of events Matriarch Belladonna had taken thereafter that got him into the 

Primordial Blacklist. 

'The Blacklist that I still have to make some time to utilize to hunt some loot…' 

His eyes shone brightly as he truly had too many things to do, one of those being him choosing a 

nondescript location and letting it be known that Noah Osmont was there to attract all those searching 

for him in the Primordial Blacklist! 

It was like free loot that was waiting for him to call upon it, and it would come at a moment's notice as 

he had the identity as a Peerless Forger as well as a Peerless Alchemist currently. 

He raised this task a few rows on his to do list as he focused on Hyperion's message of even Ender 

Overseers being mobilized as thereafter, the authority of the Gazer along with the Dictum Emperor 

bloomed out from him- a golden book unfurling itself majestically as his actions caused all eyes of the 

training beings to turn towards him! 

Towards his glorious figure that had his eyes shining with multicolored tendrils of light and the Golden 

book in his hands that made him seem like a wizened Emperor from ancient times. He truly looked too 

magisterial even when he didn't try these days as the aura of an Emperor permeated around him! 

Chapter 1585 An Existence Of the Olden Times! l 

As Noah sought to understand what the hidden force of Primordial Beasts could have in store, his other 

True Sanguine Clone was about to conclude his battle in the domains of the Celestial Vines! 

Within the Sacred Vineyard, the night passed as it was the equivalent of hundreds of days passing in a 

certain enclosed domain of time, those battling within the expansive room getting to be extremely 

familiar with every curvature and markings on each other's bodies! 

Yes at this moment… 

"I think this greeting has gone on long enough." 



The Empress's face was filled with coldness as it seemed she didn't get what she wanted, while Beatrix 

looked spent on the fluffy bed while she glared dangerously towards Noah in the corner of her eyes! 

Her illusory crown spun over her head with regality as she snapped her fingers and caused a garb Noah 

could only liken to the Royal clothing of queens from the medieval times as it was a golden dress with a 

wide furred coalescing out sparkles of gold light- this item actually releasing waves of a Primordial Relic! 

Noah looked at this as he thought he had to adorn himself in a Regal Emperor's garb as well, and it had 

to be a Primordial Relic that covered his broad shoulders in a manner befitting an Emperor of the Olden 

Times. 

His Origin was buzzing with waves of destiny and fortune right now as he couldn't help but have a smile, 

the events within the past hundreds of days being capable of putting any man in a happy mood as their 

hearts would have a feeling of having conquered something they shouldn't be able to touch. 

It was a trivial emotion, and Noah didn't let it spread too much as he was also to have achieved his goal 

and actually seen glimpses of something about this existence before him! 

'Well, not her perse, but this Little Beatrix that joined us months ago…' 

Yes! The walls of the Empress were top robust as it was hard getting any information from her while she 

also tried to get information from him. 

When they were conducting their moves during battle, their bodies were covered by incandescent glows 

of their Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict as Noah had an Infinite amount of essence to play with his 

Dictum Emperor and the Gazer, but he shockingly found Genevieve releasing waves of over a dozen 

Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts! 

Over a dozen! And all these were just dealing with Destiny, Fortune, time, and the mental aspect as he 

had yet to even see her defensive and offensive based Edicts. 

This being was truly terrifying as from Beatrix, he learned barely a glimpse of her identity as it might be 

enough to cause even Legends to tremble. 

Yet he was calm and collected. 

He remained unclothed as everything he had was still displayed openly, his fair skin shining a dim golden 

glow as he spoke out with a smile towards this terrifying Empress who had said this greeting session was 

over! 

"Are you sure, Empress? I feel inexhaustible energy to continue for another few hundred days!" 

WAA! 

Towards a being that even Legends might turn grim if they knew who she was, Noah spoke to so 

fearlessly while in his birthday suit! 

A light of Tyranny shone from his eyes as he spoke, testing the waters as the eyes of the Empress 

retained their coldness while snapping her fingers to cause shocking waves of essence to compress 

around Noah's body! 



"Finish whatever you need to, we head to the domains of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans 

within the next day." 

…! 

She didn't even reply to his words as with another snap of her fingers, Noah was forcefully teleported 

away from this room! 

SHAA! 

He found himself appearing on the steps leading to the Primordial Temple where throngs of Primordials 

could be seen walking up reverentially, his essence moving instantly as he was clothed faster than what 

many Peak Seventh Firmament existences could follow, those nearby that turned only seeing the figure 

of a rising Emperor of Old that had shaken things up in the Centennial Alchemy Tournament the past 

day! 

"Enlightened Peerless Alchemist…!" 

The surrounding Celestial Vines began to bubble up with wonder as before any of them could make a 

move, the tyrannical waves of a Ninth Firmament expert rained down around them as the Ancestral 

Elder Chaesalor instantly appeared with an impassive expression and powerful demeanor that caused 

them all to move back and kneel. 

Chaesalor looked at Noah up and down as if he expected something to be missing from him after 

whatever he did last night, and sighed with relief when he saw the smile on this Enlightened Peerless 

Alchemist as he placed his hands on his shoulders while voicing out. 

"The Elders have been waiting for you…" 

WAA! 

With a flash of light, the two of them disappeared! 

Those in the surroundings rose while sighing and talking amongst each other on how they came across 

such a distinguished being, none being the wiser on the events of last night as the only true Celestial 

Vine that knew was Chaesalor, and he feared the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans too much to 

even open lips! 

— 

Meanwhile, in the expansive room that Noah was just thrown out of. 

"He just played with us for hundreds of days…did you obtain anything, Empress?" 

Beatrix stretched her body that was actually exhausted, never expecting the calm looking Enlightened 

Peerless Alchemist to be capable of battling her for a period of days before they even took a single break 

within these past hundreds of days! 

"I was close to…this body of his is a mere Clone as I nearly locked onto his actual Origin, but the 

connection was cut off as if it didn't exist some time back. I haven't gotten anything since then." 

…! 



The Empress spoke out with a cold gaze as many thoughts swam around her mind, her fingers tapping 

on the illusory crown above her head as shockingly, a light flashed from it that caused an illusory 

multicolored throne to appear behind her that she sat down on! 

BZZZT! 

The throne released waves of essence as the multicolored Essence of Reality was among them, releasing 

waves of ancientness and vicissitude as there were actually inscriptions of it that seemed to delve into 

what the identity of the Emperor of Old Bloodline that Genevieve was carrying! 

Her figure was bathed in radiant light when she sat on this throne as her body undulated with immense 

power, being revitalized and powered up in a shocking fashion that even Beatrix looked enviously 

towards her while still stretching her body. 

"An Enlightened Peerless Alchemist thinking he can keep his own little secrets around us…Hmph! At 

least he can do better work than a Telos or even those exceedingly beautiful Empyrean Elves…" 

Beatrix was especially indignant as this being didn't have any sort of decorum with her, doing whatever 

he wished during their battle as she felt like he was looking at her mockingly whenever she looked into 

his eyes. 

While she was indignant, Empress Genevieve was shockingly calm while situated on a throne she pulled 

out from her authority of the Emperor of Old Bloodline. She tapped on the illusory rest as her eyes 

shone dangerously. 

"The time for my next Awakening is coming soon. After this one, I should be getting back some of my 

TABOO concepts as dealing with creatures like him won't be an issue. We'll utilize him as a piece before 

then and prepare him to be devoured under my Olden Bloodline. My pride…will not allow any man who 

has done that with me to live longer than a few years!." 

WAA! 

Chapter 1586 An Existence of the Olden Times! ll 

Within the Domains of the Celestial Vines. 

The Primordial Temple within every Prime Reality under Primordials was special, and this was especially 

so for the Primordial Temple within the Sacred Vineyard. 

At this moment, Noah had bypassed all doors and hallways of this massive temple as he was led into the 

depths of it by Ancestral Elder Chaesalor, the two of them going on to enter its deepest chambers as the 

last teleportation took them in front of a scintillating green door that floated by itself above a clear 

white floor. 

The door seemed the same on both sides as it should lead nowhere, but vibrant spatial waves echoed 

from it as Chaesalor's voice echoed out. 

"This is one of the Celestial Gateways that will take us to the Celestial Elders Dwelling, be prepared!" 

The voice was stern and carried a trace of seriousness as Ancestral Elder Chaesalor walked towards it, 

Noah doing the same as the moment they touched it, they disappeared into another location entirely. 



'Well now…' Noah's eyes sparkled as he first felt the auras of multiple Ninth Firmament existences- 

beings that were just a stage away from Reality! 

And yet the fate of most of them was to remain in this stage for billions of years until even their Cosmic 

Filaments could not rotate anymore and they fell. Until the Reality Passage they built could not sustain 

them anymore no matter how much essence came through it! 

Noah could feel such auras surrounding him as he and Chaesalor were teleported to the middle of an 

expansive ancient looking spatial pocket that shone vibrantly with verdant essence. 

Noah had landed on the center of a vast verdant disk that went on for a few miles all around, the edges 

of this disk having 10 enormous statues of Celestial Vines rising up on all sides as on the thickest trunks 

of these statues, the auras of the 10 Ninth Firmament Ancestral Elders could be felt! Starry verdant 

space could be seen all around them as this Celestial Elders Dwelling seemed to be this fantastically 

bright structure constantly moving in the folds of space. 

"Alexander King…let us see your glorious form!" 

WAA! 

From one of the statues, an old man with a sparkling white beard spoke with authority as Noah nodded 

with a hidden smile, his body releasing waves of light as he bloomed into the magisterial form of a 

verdant gold Celestial Vine! 

Countless Vines seemed to bloom as a single central Vine trunk shone with golden splendor in the 

middle, the illusory gold crimson crown that represented his Olden Bloodline going on to float above 

this trunk as it released waves of vibrant essence below. 

His figure looked like a reverential plant from ancient times as he swayed with majesty, the 10 Ancestral 

Elders and Chaesalor nodding with smiles as their gazes and wills landed on him on all sides to peruse 

everything and find it to be 100% a Celestial Vine Bloodline! 

And of course, how could it not be? Noah had first stolen this Bloodline from Cecilia as he further 

increased its concentration from killing the Seventh Firmament Celestial Vine Raenor, his current 

Bloodline being thicker than even most native Celestial Vines! 

"Mmm…Ancestral Elder Babos!" 

The bearded Elder called out as a middle aged man from another statue rose up, his gaze frosty as his 

body was surrounded by waves of golden light that represented a destiny based Quasi-TABOO 

Nomological Edict. 

This being focused on Noah as his eyes released waves of golden light and asked! 

"Do you wish any harm at all to our Celestial Vines Bloodline?!" 

With a resonant voice filled with power and eyes leaking out the authority of a Quasi-TABOO destiny 

based Nomological Edict, this Elder was in charge of ascertaining Noah's allegiances by asking questions 

as he would be able to see if there were any falsehoods or if this being before them was not who he said 

he was! They had to ascertain this as what they wanted to do for him…it was simply too precious and 

they couldn't just give it away to anyone. 



Noah felt the waves and wills descending onto him as his body didn't give off any fluctuations of 

essence, his voice coming out clearly. 

"No!" 

Clear and resonant! 

No, he did not wish to harm them- he simply wanted to show them a better path and even grant them 

more power by having them eventually pledge Fealty to him! 

The middle aged Elder surrounded by Destiny had all gazes fall on him after Noah's reply as he nodded 

with a smile, the other Elders breathing sighs of relief as he continued. 

"Will you fight for the glorious future of the Celestial Vines?!" 

OOOM! 

"I will do everything in my power to do so, Ancestral Elders!" 

Noah's voice was filled with conviction as he spoke, the penetrative light of destiny from this Ancestral 

Elder being truly like nothing compared to his vast destiny and fortune that were further exploded by his 

Infinite Resources construct of the Infinite System- with them never being able to know if he was lying to 

them! 

The questioning he was undergoing now was also nothing like what he just went through with Empress 

Genevieve, where her destiny and destiny based Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts were more 

penetrative than anything this Celestial Vine Ancestral Elder could do. 

Lying to them was a piece of cake even if Noah didn't weave out the essence of the Dictum Emperor 

outside! 

For him, the biggest threat was Empress Genevieve as from what he was able to find out about her from 

Beatrix- she was an existence that was traced back from the Olden Times! 

…! 

Existences from the Olden Times that were living until today were those that had achieved Supreme 

stages of power- far surpassing the stage of mere Legends as they were existences other beings could 

not even imagine normally. 

And yet…Empress Genevieve was in the peak Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy. 

Her soul was robust and just from Edicts based on destiny, Fortune, and the soul aspect…she had 

displayed over a dozen Quasi-TABOO ones! Just this showed that she had a deep history and whatever 

reason she was currently in the Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy…Noah had to watch out for this enemy 

the most as with her, there lay countless opportunities! 

Whatever secrets she held- Noah wanted to peel them layer by layer as after the hundreds of days of 

their session, this questioning by a Ninth Firmament Ancestral Elder was like child's play. 



"Good. You are of our lineage and you have brought us great fortune, but as with all of our most prized 

Celestial Vines…you will be taken from our domains to dwell and forge your fate in the domains of 

others." 

…! 

Chapter 1587 The Celestial Modus Operandi! 

"Good. You are of our lineage and you have brought us great fortune, but as with all of our most prized 

Celestial Vines…you will be taken from our domains to dwell and forge your fate in the domains of 

others." 

Another Ancestral Elder spoke from atop one of the 10 glorious Celestial Vines statues, this one being a 

sharp nosed old woman releasing beams of green light from her eyes. Her body swirled with liquefied 

essence of power as she seemed more powerful than most of the Elders here. 

She spoke the hard truth that didn't just apply to this Bloodline, but to many other Primordial Bloodlines 

out there where if they weren't in the Cardinal Royal Bloodlines, their Peerless Forgers or Alchemists or 

existences of other professions would be taken away into the allure of Cardinal Royal Bloodlines- 

especially the 5 Pure-Blooded ones! 

"The means of a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodline are vast and unfathomable as they can give you 

many things- especially someone like you who can refine Limit Breaking Tools! We hope you do not 

forget about your Lineage in the allure of all of these things…especially the allure of the Empress that 

you will likely be fighting for the cause of her ascension to the Throne…" 

They knew the identity of Empress Genevieve as she was a future Candidate Ruler, and all those she 

brought under her banner would be working for her Imperial Lineage! 

"For that…we have unanimously decided to gift you a few things…with one of them being the method 

that we allow our most prized Seventh Firmament Elders to glance at- the Celestial Modus Operandi!" 

WAA! 

Noah's eyes shone with brightness as his destiny surged with astounding fervor, one of the biggest goals 

for his identity as a Celestial Vine coming close to fruition at this moment. 

He achieved it in a ridiculous speed as only a day passed since he came, establishing his identity as an 

Enlightened Peerless Alchemist that he rose up so much in status- and when paired with the invitation 

into a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline…it caused the Celestial Vines to move in haste to 

secure his loyalty! 

OOM! 

After the words of the sharp nosed Ancestral Elder, all the 10 Elders situated on the Vine statues rose up 

with solemn expressions as their chests shone with verdant light, their hands weaving with Runic 

ecritures as the 10 lights met at the center above Noah- shockingly opening a spatial vault that could 

only be opened by whatever authority these 10 Ancestral Elders held! 

"We were a small fledgling Bloodline, and we gradually rose in status when a single Celestial Vine 

stepped onto the path of a Legend and established the Celestial Modus Operandi…" 



With austere waves of essence, a shocking visage of an ancient scroll began to appear as it released 

bursts of verdant light! 

"This is what it all means. A single one of us rising…and allowing all of us to experience an even greater 

rise. The Celestial Modus Operandi is something that can aid your journey to break your limits, but we 

know it is not as unfathomable as the means of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans. Most of us 

were able to forge a single Reality Passage as the Realm of Reality is far away from us, our paths forever 

closed!" 

The eyes of all the Ancestral Elders shone with unwillingness and pain as they said this- their lives 

actually being the most painful out of all existences as for them, their path upwards was closed off. 

All they could do was to pitifully strive to find some miracle that might get them what they wanted, but 

they knew this was an impossibility. 

"So even though we shall allow you to view the Celestial Modus Operandi, do not feel like you have to 

break your limits through it as if a better opportunity presents itself from the Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Humans- take it! If you can forge two or three Reality Passages with a Modus Operandi, you have 

a chance at Reality with sufficient preparations and treasures. Forging 4 Reality Passages marks you an 

astounding monstrous genius with stupendous foundation, destiny, Fortune, Edicts, Halos….and a lot of 

other factors that all contribute to the number of Reality Passages you can build." 

Their voices carried hope and pain for the future as they effectively opened the spatial vault, the ancient 

scroll holding the profound wonders of a Modus Operandi descending down towards Noah as he 

adopted a serious expression, his form as a Celestial Vine weaving as his luminous eyes greedily gazed at 

the Celestial Modus Operandi. 

The ancient scroll gave off bursts of verdant light as countless runic ecritures moved over it, waves of 

destiny and a unique protective light covering it as the sharp nosed female Elder spoke with reverence 

while looking at this scroll! 

"Extend yourself and connect with the Celestial Modus Operandi to receive its workings. Keep it in your 

heart and if you choose to break your limits with it, make sure you have made sufficient preparations 

and have many unique treasures around you to aid the process!" 

OOOM! 

Waves of golden verdant light overflowed as one of the thick Vine trunks of Noah's went forward to 

touch the pristine ancient scroll! 

Arcs of green and gold light pulsed. 

The Ancestral Elders at the Ninth Firmament watched on with bated breaths as to them, they secured 

the loyalty of a distinguished being who might elevate their Bloodline and standing among Primordials 

even higher in the future. 

BZZZT! 



A glimmering Vine touched the visage of an ancient verdant gold scroll as a fantastical glow erupted out, 

boundless waves of information beginning to flow into Noah as he actually came across a method of 

revolution and operation of an Origin that closely mimicked a Reality! 

A technique to help one break past the limits and achieve a wondrous elevation of power past the locks 

of 10,000 Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality, 10 Ascendancy Halos, and 10 Billion Cosmos! 

It flowed into Noah's mind in a wondrous fashion as because it contained such dense information and 

was something so foreign and new, there was a microsecond lapse as Noah's Origin unconsciously and 

without his say so….it only slightly began the methods of rotation and revolution expressed in the 

Celestial Modus Operandi. 

…! 

His Origin did this as it felt like it was something so natural and easy, but it was still a mistake as 

normally even with a Modus Operandi- existences needed time that could take up to years to 

understand it before they could conduct their Origin with the proper revolutions that the technique 

taught! 

Noah instantly rectified this as his Soul took reigns and stopped the revolution, but it was still enough to 

cause a shocking phenomenon in the outside world! 

It occurred on this True Sanguine Clone and all the others Clones, and even over his slumbering main 

body. 

Briefly and with a microsecond glimpse, something that had caused the Ancestral Elder Celestial Vines to 

tremble played out as they saw the moment Noah's Vine connected to the Celestial Modus Operandi, 

their surroundings shook as a terrifying oppressive pressure descended down- space seemingly breaking 

apart as an illusory light of…Five Reality Passages flashed! 

"Ah…!" 

A scream of disbelief actually reverberated from some of the Ninth Firmament Ancestral Elders as 

others nearly tumbled from the apex of their Statues! 

PA! 

Ancestral Elder Chaesalor fell to his knees as others felt their brains buzzing, Noah's eyes flashing with a 

light of power and awe as he took control quickly and stopped the sudden unexpected revolution of his 

Origin. 

His plan was not to break through with a mere Celestial Modus Operandi. 

His plan was not to even break through with the Modus Operandi of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal 

Humans! 

Once one's Reality Passages were established during their breaking of the limits, that was it! 

He wasn't satisfied with 5 Reality Passages even if that was what a terrifying existence like Empress 

Genevieve held- a number of Passages that guaranteed a powerful Legend that stood above many 

others. 



No. 

Noah's path would not be that simple. 

The path of the Tyrannical Emperor was bound to be something even more illustrious than an existence 

from the Olden Times as on this day- his destiny and foundation that he had built showed itself as he 

could shockingly achieve something outrageous even with the low Tier of a Modus Operandi! 

Chapter 1588 A Mere Glimpse of a ShockingTyrant! l 

The gaze of Ancestral Elder Chaesalor was aghast as the scene occurring seconds ago replayed in his 

mind. 

The Vine of the recently introduced Enlightened Peerless Alchemist merely went to touch the visage of 

the Celestial Modus Operandi…and they all witnessed an unbelievable scene thereafter that overturned 

everything they knew! 

The body of the austere Celestial Vine before them had given off crackling waves of power as for but a 

single moment- this being had almost naturally begun the revolutions of a Reality just from learning 

about it! 

This was the first point of disbelief that directly went against all that they knew. 

Each of them had learned this Celestial Modus Operandi and forged a Reality Passage eventually, but 

before they did so…they spent dozens of years getting familiar with the method of operation and other 

hundreds of years just getting their Origins to reach an optimum state that they actually began to rotate 

their Cosmos as if they were a genuine reality. 

Yet the shocking existence before them had done it in the instant that he received the workings of the 

Modus Operandi! 

'His foundation and destiny…!' 

Chaesalor trembled when he thought of this as for this Enlightened Peerless Alchemist to be capable of 

doing something like this, the foundations of his Origin had to be exemplary. His concepts had to be 

even more exemplary as he should have multiple Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts. The quality of his 

Halos, the physique of his body, the strength of his soul, his fortune, destiny…the myriad of things that 

allowed the variations of Reality Passages to form between different people had to all be exemplary for 

this being to do what he just did! 

Then, there was the second point of disbelief. 

'Five…how could it be five Reality Passages?!' 

Four Reality Passages termed one a monstrous genius as Reality was guaranteed. Five was overkill as 

these beings would be extremely powerful Legends! All of the 9th Firmament experts in this Dwelling 

today…each of them had only been capable of forging a single Reality Passage as their paths were 

already long abolished! 

So how monstrous was this being before them that even with their Tier of a Modus Operandi- he 

managed to almost form 5 Reality Passages before he stopped himself?! 



THUNK! 

This was the moment that Chaesalor dropped to his knees unconsciously. 

"Ah…" 

The Ancestral Elder Celestial Vines cried out in fervor as they analyzed what had just occurred rapidly, 

the sharp nosed Elder voicing out with boundless excitement as she floated from her statue to come 

before the figure of the Enlightened Peerless Alchemist. 

"Our Celestial Vines have been blessed with an astounding destiny! A Celestial Vine who can easily forge 

5 Reality Passages has been born among us!" 

WAA! 

The realization and fervor quickly settled in as even Chaesalor came to and rose with shining eyes, all of 

the Ancestral Elders looking at Noah as if he was the most dazzling gem at this moment. They didn't just 

look at him with looks of awe and shock for his identity as an Alchemist that could forge Limit Breaking 

Tools. 

They now gazed at him with a trace of shocking wonder and reverence as they realized that whenever 

this being wished…he could obtain a number of Reality Passages that would guarantee him the stage of 

Reality. 

They were looking at…. 

"This old thing pays respect to the Future Legend- Alexander King!" 

BZZZT! 

Austere waves of destiny echoed out. 

A future Legend. 

This was the status of the being before them as he had actually guaranteed this path for himself! 

'This…has to quickly be reported to the Celestial Legend!' Waves of communications spread out as they 

stared at this unfathomable being. 

Since he stopped his breakthrough and didn't allow it, they knew he was waiting to come across an even 

more fearsome Modus Operandi as this thought also caused them to gaze towards him with more awe 

and reverence as none of them would have been able to hold themselves back from actualizing the 

illusory forms of 5 Reality Passages. 

They wouldn't have cared if they might come across another more powerful Runic Ecriture of Modus 

Operandi as 5 Passages alone was enough for them to achieve their dreams! 

"This Chaesalor pays respect to the Future Legend- Alexander King!" 

SHAA! 

One after the other, all of the Ancestral Elder at the Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy- beings of extreme 

power and prestige…they all floated before Noah's Celestial Vine form as they bowed towards him. 



"..." 

At the stage of the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy, he had Ninth Firmament Tyrants pay respect 

towards him! 

His spinning illusory crown released waves of glorious luster as Noah felt his blood burning, his Royal 

Cosmos vibrating joyfully as it seemed something at the core of his Origin and soul was bubbling. 

The Olden Bloodline he had obtained not too long ago was burning fervently as whatever progression of 

awaking it had seemed to be accelerated at this moment as within an acceptable period of time, Noah 

was bound to learn exactly what Emperor of Old Bloodline he held and the other features it held for him 

to explore! 

As his Celestial Vine body was showered with magisterial eaves of green gold light and he received the 

homage of multiple Ninth Firmament existences, his voice came out calmly. 

"Rise, Ancestral Elders." 

WAA! 

With his words, the powerful Tyrants who could rip his Clone apart if they were fighting rose- their eyes 

gazing at him with awe and longing as for them…they were essentially introduced to a future Legend 

before he achieved such a stage- and this was a time for them to sow the seeds of friendship and 

destiny as the sharp nosed Ancestral Elder was the first one to come up and wave her hands, causing 

glimmering multicolored Crystals to appear before them! 

"This Old Carrie would be honored to present Future Legend with the Medium and High Tier Soul 

Crystals I've been saving these past millions of years…." 

…! 

The sharp nosed Ancestral Elder Carrie was the first as soon enough… 

"This Chaesalor would be honored to gift Future Legend with Sacred Herbs I've been tending to for the 

past hundreds of thousands of years…." 

One after another, the powerful Elders of the Celestial Vines Bloodline actually rose to give Noah vibrant 

loot for the sake of forming ties of destiny with a Future Legend! 

The strings of destiny tugged and weaved in their own ways as who could have expected such a scene to 

play out when everything began with a small existence like Cecilia. 

Who could have foreseen the Tyrannical Emperor being paid homage and showered with glorious loot 

willingly from his enemies as he didn't even have to go on a killing spree?! 

It was a work of wonder as only those who could efficiently study and steer destiny could not even begin 

to grasp the weaving that was still occurring even at this moment… 

Chapter 1589 A Mere Glimpse of a ShockingTyrant! ll 

As a Clone obtained a Celestial Modus Operandi in the depths of a Primordial Temple and caused a 

shocking phenomenon, the details of this Modus Operandi were being viewed by the True Sanguine 



Clone in the Forsaken Treasure Reality who wasn't surrounded by powerful existences to keep watch 

over! 

The only beings that were around him were two Destiny Goblins that had pledged Fealty, a vivacious 

Seventh Firmament Primal Titan, and the seamless crimson humanoid figure of RUINATION that floated 

behind Noah emotionlessly. 

The two Destiny Goblins had stopped their explorations of the Third Island as they were bowing towards 

Noah reverentially, while Natalya was looking toward him in shock while not being capable of getting 

any words out! 

"You…that…what…!" 

She had seen the flash of Reality Passages that this Clone gave off for a microsecond as she couldn't 

wrap her mind around it, the Destiny Goblins that had already pledged Fealty simply going forward to 

kneel towards their master displaying such a shocking scene! 

RUINATION had no emotion as always, such occurrences to her being considered common as after all- it 

was her master. The least he could do was this much as he should be capable of much more. 

But Noah's eyes weren't focused on any of the reactions around him as he spent a few microseconds 

gazing at the overabundance of information flowing into his mind. 

Of a Modus Operandi that like all others similar to it- it had unique encryption and restrictions as it lived 

as a unique memory in others' minds that they could recall but not display to others! 

This was an encryption left behind by a Legend to not have their technique spread out freely among 

other reasons, and it was why even if Noah killed Eighth Firmament existences in the future, he would 

not be able to extract their memories of any Modus Operandi unless he gained the capability to 

overcome the might of Legends. 

But the details of the Celestial Modus Operandi…ah! 

LOW(DEFECTIVE)[Celestial Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi] :: A rough understanding of the revolution 

of a Reality drawn upon and completed by the inferences of the Celestial Vine Legend from his own 

completed Reality. It is considered a defective product as even though the revolution of Cosmos was 

initially drawn from the understanding of the Celestial Vine Legend watching a genuine Emerging Reality 

for a million years, the mere mimicking of the pathways of Cosmos was not enough to birth a genuine 

Low Tier Modus Operandi. At its current stage, it can at most guarantee the forging of a Single Reality 

Passage when breaking past the Limits for the first time, with there being little to no possibility of this 

Modus Operandi being used to break the Limits a second time and allow one to achieve Reality. Those 

who hold extreme foundations and destinies have a chance of forging more Reality Passages when 

utilizing this Modus Operandi, with the chances of eventually forming a genuine revolving Reality rising 

as they will still forge a Defective Basic Reality Origin. The special method of revolutions requires… 

A Low Tier Defective Modus Operandi! 

Something there normally would only ever allow average existences to forge a single Reality 

Passage….and Noah had the possibility of drawing 5 with it as if he went through- he would have 

obtained a ridiculously low level Origin for his future whenever he achieved the Realm of Reality! 



The details and wonders of this Celestial Modus Operandi only further cemented Noah's goals of forging 

his own, where he now waited to see just what Tier of a Modus Operandi the Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Humans held…and exactly how he would go about forging his own Runic Ecriture of Modus 

Operandi once he obtained a sufficient enough sample of these techniques. 

'Unlike failed Legends like the Celestial Vine Legend who initialized their understanding by watching the 

mere revolutions of an Emerging Reality…I will have the Infinite Reality that is about to fuse with 

multiple Emerging and Prime Realities as just what Origin of Reality can I forge by mimicking that?' 

WAA! 

A shocking thought crossed Noah's mind as one truly had to be astounded by the wondrous sequence of 

events from over a year ago! 

Back to when Noah obtained a mere floating island in the Beast World, and he had somehow raised it to 

the stage of a Seed of Reality that was fused with multiple Realties and holding bountiful Cosmos that he 

now planned to study in order to forge a technique that would pave the way for his own formation of 

Reality. 

What a glorious and opportune wonder this was! 

As Noah thought of the Infinite Reality, he came out of his stupor of the Celestial Modus Operandi as he 

studied the technique and how it wanted one to revolve with a portion of his consciousness, the other 

portions returning to their current situation as he gazed towards the shocked Natalya in the Azure 

Forsaken Treasure Reality. 

"Hold on a second…" 

He didn't reply to her shock or explain as he told her to wait while his eyes turned upwards, the glorious 

moment of obtaining a Modus Operandi being enjoyed by him briefly as he continued moving forward 

to do what he needed to do in order for things to continue proceeding smoothly. And he truly had a 

great deal of tasks to accomplish as one of them required the aid of RUINATION- Noah planning on 

sending her to another True Sanguine Clone to accomplish this task while he speedily explored the rest 

of the Treasure Islands. 

As for how to bypass the spatial restrictions of the Forsaken Treasure Reality? Noah wasn't planning to 

have another Clone come all the way here to receive things as he was looking up because… 

BZZZT! 

A radiant crackling multicolored Spear of Reality broke across the layers of space as the Sui Generis 

Enlightened Primordial Relic truly accomplished its description of always finding its target! 

Noah had called upon it as it appeared while breaking past the restrictions of this Forsaken Treasure 

Reality, his hands reaching out to grasp the multicolored spear powerfully as his figure was temporarily 

bathed by arcs of powerful light. 

He then nodded towards RUINATION as the humanoid figure of this Treasure looked at the Spear of 

Reality while crinkling her nose, this being the first time that the unique Enlightened Primordial Relic 

showed emotion! The cause of this was of course the fact that the Spear of Reality had the Seed of 



Reality as its source, with RUINATION and the Seed of Reality not seeing eye to eye at times when there 

was a discussion of Noah path in the past! 

Now that these unique treasures were becoming more aware and being capable of expressing more of 

their personality, a unique situation was bound to unfold as it was only after a moment passed did 

RUINATION turn into a streak of red light that wrapped around the Spear of Reality. 

"..." 

Noah looked at this scene with a silent smile as the speared buzzed in his hand before shooting out, 

entering the folds of space as it crossed the Boundary Between Realities faster than the speed of 

countless existences as it went towards the Clone in the Infinite Reality! 

As for the reason why? 

'Before the 100 portions of souls return to fuse into the Infinite Reality, elevate the pertinent Edicts into 

Ruined Edicts as I shall then Empower them with the True Light of Conquest!' 

WAA! 

Noah's thoughts were Tyrannical as the slumbering dream of his main body was about to end. 

Before it did end, he wanted the Edicts that would more than likely be elevated to the level of QUASI-

TABOO due to the influx of 100 brand new Realities to experience elevation of stupendous quality as 

when they were elevated to their new ranks…no other Edicts would be comparable to them! 

Chapter 1590 Ruin! Empower! l 

A Spear of Reality tore across the veils of space and crossed vast stretches of Realities as it returned into 

the Infinite Reality while carrying with it an Enlightened Primordial Relic! 

SHAA! 

The True Sanguine Clone in Cosmic Holy Land hidden within the Primordial Cosmos of the Infinite Reality 

rose as his arms reached out to accept the glimmering Atlatl of Reality, the crimson light of RUINATION 

flashing out and forming into the emotionless humanoid that actually turned to gaze around the 

surroundings while shockingly scoffing thereafter! 

This Enlightened Primordial Relic actually scoffed as it saw the elevated Seed of Reality that had always 

been at the same level as it before, and yet now it stood above as a Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial 

Relic. 

<....> 

The immense will of the Seed of Reality didn't engage as rivers of golden essence flowed freely around 

Noah, a light smile on his lips as he locked onto RUINATION and asked with a smile. 

"Ready?" 

"Good, the first stage will be the Empowerment of the Nomological Edict of the Tyrannical Emperor and 

Apocalypse…and then elevating the Empowered Edicts into Ruined Edicts through you as only after 

that…can the main body finish its slumber and wake up from the Infinite Dream…" 



WAA! 

He spoke with a mesmerizing tone as his body gave off waves of incandescent milky white essence, two 

True Stars of Conquest that were born from conquering entire Realities blooming above him in a 

shocking fashion. 

The began to shine lustrously on these stars as they pulsed with beams of profound light as with fervor, 

they only asked which portion of Noah's soul they should light up. 

They only asked which concept and which part of Noah's strength they had to elevate! 

For this, we had to gain a deeper understanding of Noah's current power past his 61 Million Ascendancy 

Value that quantified just how much firepower he could release at once when accounting for the many 

things his Origin and Soul contained. 

First…was a proper look at his power and what lay dormant within him that he could pull out, or what 

was gradually being pulled out as time passed. Some of these aspects included his Ultra Rare Emperor of 

Old Bloodline which stemmed from the Nomological Edict of the Tyrannical Emperor, and then the 

Supreme Bloodline of the Watcher which stemmed from the Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict of the 

Dictum Emperor. 

These Bloodlines constantly showed their effects within Noah's body as his Emperor of Old Bloodline 

was gradually causing even more changes within him, but similar to the Watcher…they were yet to fully 

be quantified as Noah did not entirely understand them and their full utilization! 

And the Supreme Tier Bloodline of the Watcher was bound to be even more special than the Ultra Rare 

Bloodline of the Emperor of Old, but Noah had no exposure to these concepts before as gaining 

information on their full utilization was hard…where he only felt that he would succeed in the coming 

days as they achieved their full bloom under the constant elevation of quality, and with him planning on 

turning the very eyes of the Gazer and Watcher onto himself with as much Essence of Reality as 

required now that he could access his reserves with the night battle against the Empress having ended. 

He wanted to peel the secrets about himself that even he didn't know! 

Just what was the identity of the Olden Bloodline that stemmed from the Tyrannical Emperor? Just what 

was the Bloodline of Watcher that was actually above the aforementioned Bloodline of Old? 

There were still many things to unpack within Noah's body alone as it was like a treasure trove, with his 

direction of strength this time broadening as he didn't want to keep all the boons to himself! 

Due to this, he conjured a golden book and pen around him as austere waves of the Essence of Reality 

weaved out, Noah actually activating at this moment as he planned to change the boons of forcefully 

with vast reserves of Destiny and the Essence of Reality to achieve not just the best results for him, but 

for the truly important people he cared about. 

"I'm not the guy sleeping in a broken down apartment anymore…" His voice echoed out unconsciously 

as while surrounded by magisterial swirls of essence, two shining True Stars of Conquest above, and an 

Enlightened Primordial Relic ready to do his bidding, Noah actually turned introspective as he thought 

about why he was doing things the way he was at this moment! 



He wasn't a normal human living alone, nor was he the F Rank Hunter that just found out his Focus 

Value was blank and he could endlessly cast skills. He was now a father who didn't just have many 

women depending on him, but quintillions of beings that were within the Infinite Reality were all 

pledged to him! 

'Not just a father, but I am once more a son as I have to protect the one that took care of me at all 

cost…' 

OOOM! 

His surroundings began to bubble forth crazily as the two True Stars of Conquest released beams of 

radiant light, trying their best to follow the will of this being who seemed to be unconsciously moving 

them with his thoughts as he seemed to be looking deep into his psyche and soul! 

He was both a father and son as he had to pay back the woman who took extra shifts at work to get his 

dumbass through college. The woman who saved up to take him on vacations at least once a year, even 

if it was just the beach close by. 

With his current strength of soul and the capability of his very own Samsara Universal Dao Origin, he 

remembered every single memory he had since he was born as things he didn't know or understand 

before were laid bare. The unknown hardships his mother went through…they were all made crystal 

clear as it was one of the many reasons he made plans to bring her to this point in time! 

The countless hours she worked alone until her feet ached. The heartache whenever Noah's father 

turned abusive to the both of them. The worry and stress she was under whenever Noah was sick. All of 

these things…Noah just wanted to repay some of them, even though he knew that even if he spent a 

lifetime- he would still never be able to repay and thank his mother for making him who he was today. 

'Due to that…don't just elevate me, but bring my mother and child even higher…' 

OOOM! 

The True Stars of Conquest split apart and gushed out milky stellar light as they heard the wishes of the 

Tyrannical Emperor! 

He saw how his own mother had struggled for him as when he thought about his Little Henry and the 

boundless love he held for the chubby little guy- he wanted to give the best to him so that he would 

never feel the pains and insecurities that Noah felt when he was young! 

WAA! 

Crackles of light cascaded down in wonder as even though Noah had Author's Viewpoint active to steer 

things in the direction he wanted no matter how much Essence of Reality he had to use…he truly might 

not even have to as his mental state resonated with the True Stars of Conquest, the essence of this 

unique concept crying out to try and achieve the wishes of its Master! 

 


